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The adsorption of ethylbenzene and styrene on well ordered epitaxial iron oxide model catalyst Ðlms with
di†erent stoichiometries was investigated using near-edge X-ray absorption Ðne structure spectroscopy
(NEXAFS). On the iron-terminated and surfaces chemisorption of ethylbenzeneFe3O4(111) a-Fe2O3(0001)
and styrene is observed occurring initially on the iron sites via the p-electron system of the phenyl ring. This
forces the molecules into an almost Ñat conÐguration (g6-like ring adsorption geometry). In the case of
ethylbenzene this adsorption complex is supposed to lead to an activation of the CÈH bonds, thus facilitating
the dehydrogenation to styrene. The tilt angle of the aromatic ring systems increases to about 40¡ when
approaching monolayer saturation. In contrast, the interaction with the oxygen-terminated FeO(111) surface is
weak and of the physisorption type. The adsorbateÈadsorbate interaction dominates and causes a tilted
adsorption of the molecules from the beginning.

Introduction

Iron oxides are used industrially as catalysts for the water gas
shift reaction, styrene synthesis from ethylbenzene and in the
removal of hydrogen sulÐde from reducing gas mixtures.1 As
for many other important heterogeneous catalysts very little is
known about structureÈreactivity relationships and the reac-
tion mechanism on an atomic scale. Yet, both understanding
of the molecular processes during the reaction and informa-
tion about the nature of the active sites are essential for cata-
lyst development or optimisation.

The dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (EB) to styrene (St)
over iron oxide based catalysts is carried out in a mixture of
EB and steam (1 : 5) at temperatures around 900 K.2h4 For
this reaction detailed investigations were carried out. Not only
have real industrial catalysts been investigated,5h7 but also
surface science studies of iron oxide model catalyst Ðlms were
performed in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and combined with
reaction experiments.8h10 These single crystalline iron oxide
Ðlms were grown epitaxially on a Pt(111) substrate by iron
evaporation and subsequent oxidation.11,12 Depending on the
amount of evaporated iron, the oxygen partial pressure, and
the temperature and duration of the oxidation, the Ðlms show
a well deÐned FeO(111) (wustite), (magnetite) orFe3O4(111)

(hematite) structure and stoichiometry asa-Fe2O3(0001)
revealed by photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS/XPS) and
NEXAFS.13 The surface structures of the oxide Ðlms are
known from low-energy electron di†raction (LEED) and scan-
ning tunneling microscopy (STM) : while the FeO(111)14 Ðlm
is oxygen-terminated, the surfaces of the Ðlm areFe3O4(111)15
terminated by a hexagonal oxygen layer covered by a 14monolayer of iron cations. The surface termination of the a-

Ðlm is still under discussion, but there is evi-Fe2O3(0001)16
dence that oxidation at low oxygen pressures (O10~4 mbar)
results in a partial iron termination on a hexagonal oxygen

layer. All three surfaces are strongly relaxed.17 Models of the
surface structures and the corresponding LEED patterns of
the iron oxide Ðlms are shown in Fig. 1.

The adsorption behaviour of EB, St and water can be
understood in terms of the acidÈbase properties of the surface.
The FeO Ðlm shows only basic oxygen sites whereas the iron
cations on the and Ðlms have Lewis acidic char-Fe3O4 Fe2O3acter. Compared to the acid character of theFe3O4 Fe2O3surface is harder because it does not contain Fe2` ions. The
chemical interaction of the soft bases EB and St is expected to
be stronger with the softer acidic surface and weakerFe3O4with the surface. No chemical interaction should occurFe2O3with the basic FeO surface. Indeed the chemical behaviour of
these Ðlms investigated by adsorption and desorption of
EB,9,18,19 St10 and water20h22 reveal no chemisorbed states
on the oxygen-terminated FeO(111) surface whereas on the
partly iron-terminated surfaces andFe3O4(111) a-

a chemisorbed state has been observed for allFe2O3(0001)
three adsorbates. The calculated heats of adsorption19 and
desorption energies22 indicate a stronger interaction of the
aromatic molecules with (e.g. kJ mol~1)Fe3O4 Edes(EB)\ 86
than with (e.g. kJ mol~1). FurthermoreFe2O3 Edes(EB)\ 64
these adsorption studies give strong evidence that the top
layer iron cations are the active sites for chemisorption.

In order to demonstrate the relevance of these model cata-
lysts for the dehydrogenation of EB, the UHV studies were
combined with reaction experiments under pressure and tem-
perature conditions near to the real catalytic process. Batch
reactor experiments reveal that FeO(111) and areFe3O4(111)
catalytically inactive whereas on a conversion isa-Fe2O3observed.8 With increasing defect density on the surface, as
qualitatively estimated from LEED patterns, the reaction rate
increases. Therefore defects were proposed to be the active
sites for dehydrogenation. Flow reactor experiments com-
bined with surface science methods show similar results and
the reaction mechanism shown in Fig. 2 has been proposed.23
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Fig. 1 Top views (schematic) and observed LEED patterns of the epitaxial Ðlms with FeO(111), and structureFe3O4(111) a-Fe2O3(0001)
prepared on Pt(111). Large balls mark oxygen, small balls iron atoms. The surface unit cells are marked. The FeO(111) Ðlm is only one FeÈO
bilayer thick. The mismatch with the Pt substrate leads to the satellite pattern in LEED caused by multiple scattering.

The educt molecules (EB) adsorb on the oxide surface by
interaction of the aromatic ring with the iron sites (1). This
speciÐc adsorption leads to an activation of the CÈH bonds in
the side chain. Then, dehydrogenation occurs at a defect
nearby which may either be a step (as illustrated in Fig. 2), an
adatom or a vacancy exposing coordinatively unsaturated
oxygen. These basic oxygen sites may deprotonateBrÔnsted
two CÈH groups of the ethyl group (2). Desorption of the
product molecules (St) follows and the surface is left with
hydrogen atoms on the oxygen-containing defect site thus
forming hydroxy groups and reduced iron species (3). The
catalytic cycle is formally completed by desorption of hydro-

gen and reoxidation of the iron (4). Desorption of water
instead of hydrogen and reoxidation of the oxygen vacancy
by water from the gas phase in this last step
(oxidehydrogenation) cannot be ruled out.

This mechanism implies that EB and St interact mainly
with their p-orbitals. In order to reveal their adsorption
geometry, we present a NEXAFS study of the adsorption of
EB and St on the three model catalyst Ðlms. The study
focusses on low EB and St coverages because an extrapolation
of thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) data to reaction
conditions using the Langmuir isotherm22 has indicated that
under reaction conditions only the chemisorbed states are

Fig. 2 Reaction mechanism proposed for the EB dehydrogenation over iron oxides. Reproduced from ref. 23 with permission.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the
condensed phases of St, benzene, EB and octane. The assignment of
the resonances A@ and A-E is given in Table 1.

occupied and even these only partly. Note that the competi-
tive adsorption of the molecules has not been studied by
NEXAFS, because there are indications from coadsorption
TDS measurements that all three adsorbates compete for the
same substrate sites, and because the spectra of EB and St are
too similar to distinguish them, when overlapping.

Experimental
All experiments were carried out in an UHV chamber with a
base pressure below 5 ] 10~10 mbar at the beamline
HE-TGM-2 at BESSY I in Berlin with a resolution E/
*E\ 580.24 The chamber was equipped with a sputter gun
for ion bombardment (Ar`), an iron evaporator, a LEED unit,
a twin anode X-ray source and a CLAM2 energy analyzer
(Vacuum Generators), a home-made NEXAFS partial yield
electron detector based on a double channel plate (Galileo), a
quadrupole mass spectrometer (Pfei†er) and dosing lines for
argon, oxygen and the organic molecules. EB and St were
degassed by several pumpÈfreezeÈthaw cycles, exposure
occurred by backÐlling the chamber via a leak valve. The
purity of all gases was checked by mass spectrometry. The
ionisation gauge reading for EB and St was corrected by the
factor 1/7 in order to account for the higher ionisation prob-
ability of the aromatic molecules compared to nitrogen.25 The
sample could be heated to 1300 K by electron bombardment

and cooled to 20 K using liquid nitrogen while the tem-
perature was controlled via a NiÈNiCr thermocouple.

After cleaning the Pt(111) substrate by sputterÈanneal and
oxidation cycles, the FeO(111) and surfaces wereFe3O4(111)
prepared by iron deposition and subsequent oxidation as
described before.18 The surface was formed fromFe2O3(0001)

by oxidation for 30 min at 870 K in 1 ] 10~4Fe3O4(111)
mbar The clean surfaces [Pt(111), FeO(111),O2 . Fe3O4(111)
and were characterized by XPS, NEXAFS andFe2O3(0001)]
LEED to check their stoichometry, cleanliness and surface
order.

In the adsorption experiments di†erent amounts of EB and
St were deposited on the iron oxide Ðlms. From previous
desorption measurements10,18 the temperatures at which the
surfaces are covered with the Ðrst layer species only
(chemisorbed species on and and physisorbedFe3O4 Fe2O3species on FeO) are known. At these temperatures, the sur-
faces were exposed to small amounts of the aromatic mol-
ecules in order to obtain partial coverages. First layer
saturation coverages were obtained by further exposure. The
applied temperatures and exposures are given in Fig. 4È6
(later). In all cases the sample was cooled after deposition to
prevent desorption. A small additional adsorption from the
residual gas could not be avoided completely. The condensed
(multi)layers used as reference were prepared below conden-
sation temperature using large exposures (20 L). Reference
data have also been recorded for multilayers of benzene and
octane.

From the clean surfaces and from all adsorbate covered
layers, C 1s XP spectra were taken in order to determine the
coverage. The intensity for saturation of the Ðrst layer in the
respective adsorbateÈsubstrate system was assigned to 1
monolayer (ML) and the submonolayer coverages determined
according to their C 1s peak intensities. The C K-edge
NEXAFS spectra were recorded at normal (90¡) and grazing
(30¡) X-ray incidence applying a retarding voltage of [150 V
(partial electron yield, PEY-mode) in order to enhance the
surface sensitivity by reducing contributions from inelastically
scattered electrons. For nearly all layers, spectra were also
taken for a third angle of incidence (55¡), but they are not
shown in order to make the presentation clearer. After cor-
recting the exact energy position of the monochromator the
spectra from the corresponding clean iron oxide surfaces were
subtracted from the raw data to remove substrate signals. The
spectra were then normalized to constant photon Ñux over the
spectral range by dividing by a spectrum recorded from a
freshly sputtered Au wafer. In all NEXAFS spectra shown
here, intensities are normalized in units of the carbon edge
adsorption step height (di†erence in intensity between 280 and
325 eV). In order to compare the intensities, the p* resonances
were Ðtted by gaussian-shaped lines of the same linewidth.
The ratio of these intensities was used to estimate the tilt
angle a by applying FermiÏs rule. Here the resonance intensity
is proportional to cos2 a, which is deduced by simple geomet-
ric arguments.26 The uncertainities in this evaluation method

Table 1 Energetic positions and assignments of the NEXAFS resonances observed in Fig. 3È6

Resonance Energetic position/eV Assignment

A@ (only styrene) 284.1 p*, vinyl group
A 285.0 p*, ring (benzene : C1s] e2u)B 286.9 Rydberg, side chain (octane)

287.6 Rydberg, ring (benzene)
288.0 Rydberg, side chain (octane)

C 288.9 p*, ring (benzene : C1s] b2g)D 293.1 r*, side chain (octane)
293.3 r*, ring (benzene : C1s] e1u)E 300.2 r*, ring (benzene : C1s] e1u ] a2g)301.0 r*, side chain (octane)
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result in an error of 2¡. Most of the spectra give average
values because a number of scans are summed. As will be dis-
cussed in detail, the actual tilt angle of the molecular plane
with respect to the surface may deviate from the evaluated
one.

Results
Fig. 3 compares the spectra of condensed EB, St, benzene and
octane. In the spectrum of condensed EB and St the spectral
features A@, AÈE are marked. Their assignment given in Table
1 is based on corresponding data for benzene and octane.27,28
The spectra of EB and St are similar to the spectrum of
benzene. The resonance A is slightly broader for EB and St
than for benzene. The styrene resonance has a low energy
shoulder (A@). The Rydberg resonance B has a slightly higher
intensity for EB and St due to additional contributions from
the side-chain carbon atoms. The spectra of the condensed
phases were also measured at normal and glancing incidence
(not shown) but they are almost independent of the incidence
angle indicating an average tilt angle of 54¡, which is also con-
sistent with a random orientation.26

Fig. 4 presents carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra for low EB
coverages on FeO(111), and andFe3O4(111) a-Fe2O3(0001)
compares them to the multilayer spectrum. All energetic posi-
tions of the resonances agree with those of the condensed
phase. The Ðrst p* resonance (A) of condensed EB is narrow
(FWHM\ 0.7 eV). For small coverages on andFe3O4(111)

it is broadened considerably (FWHM\ 1.2a-Fe2O3(0001)
eV) whereas on FeO(111) the broadening is small
(FWHM\ 0.9 eV). The p* resonances exhibit a strong
dichroism with a higher intensity for grazing incidence.
Assuming undisturbed electronic structure of the adsorbates,
the tilt angle between the plane of the phenyl ring and the
surface (or between the direction of the dipole transition
moment and the surface normal) can be calculated. This
analysis yields tilt angles of 39^ 2¡ in the case of FeO(111),
7 ^ 2¡ on the and 21 ^ 2¡ on theFe3O4(111) a-Fe2O3(0001)
surface. The r* resonances (D, E) show the inverse intensity
behaviour as expected from theory.26

Fig. 4 Carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra of EB layers on the di†er-
ent iron oxides in the submonolayer regime. (ÈÈ) Grazing incidence
(30¡) ; (È È) Normal incidence (90¡). The exposure conditions (doses
and temperatures), the resulting coverages (h) and the calculated tilt
angles between the molecular plane and the surfaces (a) are indicated.

Upon monolayer saturation the tilt angles both for EB and
St increase to values around 40¡. As an example, Fig. 5 shows
the corresponding data for EB adsorbed on Fe3O4 .

Fig. 6 compares low coverage NEXAFS spectra recorded
for styrene adsorbed on the three oxide Ðlms with the styrene
multilayer spectrum. Also here the low coverage spectra
exhibit a strong dichroism. Similar to EB, the styrene mol-

Fig. 5 Coverage dependence of the carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra
for EB chemisorbed on (ÈÈ) Grazing incidence (30¡) ;Fe3O4(111).
(È È) normal incidence (90¡). The exposure conditions (doses and
temperatures), the resulting coverages (h) and the calculated tilt angles
between the molecular plane and the surface (a) are indicated.

Fig. 6 Carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra of St layers on the di†erent
iron oxides in the submonolayer regime. (ÈÈ) Grazing incidence
(30¡) ; (È È) normal incidence (90¡). The exposure conditions (doses
and temperatures), the resulting coverages (h) and the calculated tilt
angles (a) between the molecular plane and the respective surfaces are
indicated.
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Fig. 7 Illustration of the adsorption geometry and the dominating
interactions for EB or St on (a) FeO(111), (b) and (c)Fe3O4(111)

at coverages estimated for reaction conditions22Fe2O3(0001)
(T \ 870 K, p \ 1 atm). Only for the catalytically active Fe2O3system is an g6-conÐguration expected.

ecules chemisorbed at partial coverage on andFe3O4 Fe2O3are tilted less (23¡È28¡) with respect to the surface than the
species physisorbed on FeO(111) (D43¡). As for EB the tilt
angle increases when approaching saturation coverage of the
chemisorbed species. Also here the Ðrst p* resonance on

and is broadened (in both casesFe3O4(111) a-Fe2O3(0001)
FWHM\ 1.1 eV) compared to adsorption on FeO(111) and
to the condensed phase (for both FWHM \ 0.8 eV).

Discussion
The di†erences in the NEXAFS spectra of the condensed
phases of EB and St (Fig. 3) can be explained by the di†erent
structure of the molecules. The slightly broader resonance (A)
of EB and St compared to benzene is assigned to symmetry
breaking caused by the side chains [e.g. D6h (benzene)] Cs(planar styrene)] resulting in di†erent excitation energies for
the non-equivalent carbon atoms, as demonstrated previously
for phenol and aniline on Ag(111).29 The shoulder of the Ðrst
resonance (A@) can be assigned to the additional p system of
the vinyl group in St compared to EB as shown by ab initio
calculations.30 A corresponding feature exists also in the
NEXAFS spectrum of polyphenylacetylene31 (repeat unit
similar to St : ÈC(ph)2CHÈ, ph \ phenyl) whereas it is absent
in polystyrene32 (repeat unit similar to EB: ÈCH(ph)ÈCH2È).
Gas phase measurements33 of EB, St and benzene also show
this di†erence.

In agreement with previously reported adsorption studies18
the present NEXAFS study reveals no chemical interaction of
EB or St with the oxygen terminated FeO(111) surface. The
adsorption temperatures are below 200 K and the FWHM of
the Ðrst p* resonance is small. This absence of a chemisorbed
species is due to a repulsive electrostatic interaction between
the surface oxygen atoms and the p orbitals or, in the acidÈ

base picture, to the basic character of both surface and
adsorbate. The adsorbateÈadsorbate interaction here exceeds
the adsorbateÈsubstrate interaction and causes the typically
observed tilt angles of about 40¡. Probably the physisorbed
layer grows immediately in the form of two-dimensional
islands.

For the iron-terminated and surfaces chemi-Fe3O4 Fe2O3sorbed species are observed as shown by the higher adsorp-
tion temperatures and the broadening of the p* resonances in
the NEXAFS spectra. This is also in line with former
results.10,18 Because of the absence of a chemisorbed species
on the purely oxygen terminated FeO(111) surface it can be
concluded that the soft basic aromatic molecules EB and St
chemisorb on the acidic iron sites of the andFe3O4 Fe2O3surfaces. An interaction of the highest occupied molecular p
orbital (HOMO) of the aromatic molecules with the
unoccupied iron 3d states has to be assumed. This agrees with
UPS measurements of EB on where a shift andFe3O4(111),
splitting of the HOMO was observed.18 The broadening of
the Ðrst p* resonance(A) in the NEXAFS spectra indicates
that the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO, p*) of
EB and St also interact with the occupied iron 3d states of the

and surfaces. In analogy to modelsFe3O4(111) a-Fe2O3(0001)
developed to describe the bonding of p ligands in complex
chemistry,34 this metalÈadsorbate interaction can be described
with two di†erent binding models. In the DewarÈChattÈ
Duncanson model a donation of electrons from the p-HOMO
of the ligand into unoccupied metal d orbitals and simulta-
neously back-donation of electron density from the occupied
metal d orbitals into the p*-LUMO is assumed. The planar
aromatic ring is regarded as a monodentate ligand containing
only sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. Alternatively, the ring is
regarded as a hexadentate ligand with six metal carbon bonds.
The character of the carbon hybrid orbitals approaches an sp3
conÐguration and therefore the hydrogen atoms are bent out
of the ring plane which is generally observed for the inter-
action of p-systems with metals. For both models the bonds
within the molecule become weaker. The real binding situ-
ation is proposed to be inbetween these two models resulting
in an g6-like complex of the aromatic ring of EB or St.
Indeed, the dichroism of the NEXAFS spectra and the
broadening of the p* resonance which we have observed is
consistent with such a Ñat adsorption geometry at low surface
coverages.

The evaluated tilt angle values, however, should rather be
regarded as qualitative. Several reasons may be responsible
for a non-zero intensity observed under normal incidence. Not
only the surface roughness of the oxide substrate or the
averaging over a large number of molecules adsorbed on dif-
ferent domains may contribute to this intensity, but also the
interaction of the side chain with the surface, although prob-
ably weak, may cause a tilt of the phenyl group out of a per-
fectly Ñat conÐguration. The surface coverage is also
important. We observe an increase of the tilt angle with cover-
age (see Fig. 5). We ascribe this to the increasing intermolecu-
lar interaction between adsorbate molecules which leads to a
tilted conÐguration when it dominates over the adsorbateÈ
substrate interaction. For the weak physisorption of EB or St
on FeO(111), the adsorbateÈadsorbate interaction dominates,
always resulting in a tilted layer even for small coverages. It is
known that the interaction of the ring during adsorption may
lead to CÈH bonds bent out of the plane27 as described by the
second complex model described above. This would also cause
a small intensity under normal incidence.35 This suggests that
the molecules not only adsorb on the iron cations on the
surface in an g6-like geometry but that this interaction also
activates all CÈH bonds (in the side chain as well) which is
important for hydrogen transfer to the basic sites of the
surface during dehydrogenation. A CÈH bond activation in
the side chain due to an interaction of EB with an ironÈ

5318 Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2000, 2, 5314È5319
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oxygen cation is also known from gas phase investiga-
tions.36,37 These Ðndings agree well with the mechanism for
the EB dehydrogenation proposed by Kuhrs et al.23 as shown
in Fig. 2.

Qualitatively, the chemisorption behaviour of EB and St on
and is similar, whereas no chemi-Fe3O4(111) Fe2O3(0001)

sorption is found on FeO(111). This lack of a chemisorbed
state explains why the FeO(111) surface is catalytically inac-
tive. The fact that is also inert towards the dehydroge-Fe3O4nation of EB could be due to the higher surface coverage
under reaction conditions. It was estimated22 that the cover-
age by chemisorbed EB and St under reaction conditions is
about 35% on whereas the reaction product StFe2O3occupies all sites on due to its stronger interaction. TheFe3O4missing catalytic activity of is explained by site block-Fe3O4ing by the product molecules.4 Our results reveal that the
g6-like interaction of the aromatic ring exists only for cover-
ages clearly below saturation of the chemisorbed species. It
seems thus possible that site blocking is not the only reason
for the lack of activity of but that the tilted adsorptionFe3O4conÐguration of the educt molecule EB due to its high cover-
age also prevents its dehydrogenation. This is schematically
depicted in Fig. 7.

Summary and conclusions
At low coverage the chemisorption of EB and St on

and occurs via the p-system of theFe3O4(111) a-Fe2O3(0001)
phenyl ring and forces the molecules into an almost Ñat
g6Èlike adsorption conÐguration. This conÐguration may also
lead to an activation of the CÈH bonds of EB by deforming
the aromatic ring. This could facilitate the catalytic dehydro-
genation of EB.

When the coverage of the chemisorbed species approaches
saturation, the growing adsorbateÈadsorbate interaction
causes the tilt angle to increase to about 40¡ and a CÈH bond
activation is no longer expected. This suggests that catalytic
activity is only to be expected for partial coverages. Under
reaction conditions, the surface is estimated toa-Fe2O3(0001)
be partially covered and actually it is catalytically active. The

surface, however, is estimated to be fully coveredFe3O4(111)
so that not only site blocking by the product molecule St but
also the unfavourable tilted conÐguration of the educt EB
may be responsible for the lack of activity.

The interaction of EB and St with the FeO(111) surface is
weak and of the physisorption type. High tilt angles of about
40¡ are found even at low coverage. Obviously the adsorbateÈ
adsorbate interaction always dominates over the adsorbateÈ
substrate interaction and causes growth in the form of
two-dimensional islands.
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